Preparing for Court Cases – Vol.1
by Dr. Katherine Horton, 11th November 2017
Identify the Main Perpetrators
1. Start by identifying the Head of Domestic Intel in the country where you are attacked.
He/she and the Intel Agency will be the primary Defendants in court.
Why? Because they are either doing it themselves or reneging on their duty to stop
terrorism.
2. If you suffer from gang stalking and/or microwave weapons start by making a list of your
neighbours' names, house numbers and street names. If you are shot at in your home,
their properties are used to mount the weapons, as stalker hubs, and as control centres.
Anger Management
3. Get angry. Like really pissed off. The energy of your anger will snap you out of learned
helplessness and propel you to work through the things you need to do to put together a
court case, even without a lawyer.
Forget the lawyers. They are expensive and clueless. Some are corrupted.
4. If you don't have enough anger because you're a pacifist / meek / depressed / neuro-teched,
start building up your anger now by
- watching Fox News
- reading about child abuse
- driving your car around the block in rush hour.
Feeling better?
5. Download a high resolution image of the Head of your Domestic Intel and use your
favourite image editing program to draw a large sniper's cross-hair on the forehead.
Like so:

Andrew Parker, MI5

Alex Younger, MI6

Markus Seiler, NDB

Dr. Bruno Kahl, BND

6. Make it your desktop background. And clarify in your mind that you don't resolve to commit
violence, but to take out those men with your top-gun legal arguments that will blow their
mind.
Your insight will literally blow their little brains out.
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7. If you worry that drawing a cross-hair on an image can be misconstrued, remind yourself
that the perp's goal is to KILL YOU. It will focus your mind on how serious your court
preparations are.
Go back to anger management in steps (3) – (4), if necessary. Build up anger.
Detect Electromagnetic Machine-Gunning
8. If you're shot at with electromagnetic weapons in your home, cover your windows with
smooth alu-foil and wrap yourself in foil if you feel pain. Check if you can hear shots
bounce off the alu or small holes being shot into the smooth foil.
If you can, you're being shot at with Pulsed Energy Projectiles. Record audio/video and
keep the smooth alu-foil with holes as evidence. NB: Crumpled foil develops holes by itself.
Get the Software Tools
9. Download OpenOffice to have a word processor, drawing program and spreadsheet software
that is just like Microsoft Word etc. but FREE and will be used by others in the victim
community and in my instruction videos.
http://www.openoffice.org/download/index.html
10. Download these programs too if using Windows:
– Paint (cropping images), should come with Windows. Type "paint" into the search.
– Movie Maker (editing video evidence) http://www.windows-movie-maker.org/
– Audacity (audio analysis) http://www.audacityteam.org/download/
Using Linux: you're advanced, sort yourself out.
Using a Mac: you paid more to get your arse wiped by Apple. Ask them.
11. If you have any problems with the steps, stand up, make a cup of tea/coffee. While the water
is being heated, do 10 press-ups. With each push remind yourself that you must win & must
help at least 10 others.
Take the drink and get back to it. It's not as hard as it seems at first.
Make a Perp Map & a Zone Map
12. If you recorded audio/video of electromagnetic shots. Find your home on Google Maps.
Zoom in so that all properties with a direct line of sight onto your home can be seen. Include
also parked cars, gardens, trees. Take a screenshot or download the map image.
Make a Perp Map and highlight the Active Shooter & Danger Zones as explained here:
(a) How to make a Perp Map: https://youtu.be/PC40zaFED-Y
(b) How to make Zone Maps: https://youtu.be/7mYcudsQDoE?t=58m3s (58min onwards)
These diagrams are important for court, for the investigation and for neighbourhood
campaigns. They should look something like the ones shown below:
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Connect with Other Victims & Helpers and Keep Track of Them
13. Make a list of 10 victims whom you would like to help in this war. This will become your
core team. Include all your trusted TIs. Forget the infiltrators. Contact them by email/phone
and tell them to get ready for court cases with you.
Retweet/repost the steps above. Ask them to follow you & me and anyone you trust.
14. Open 3 new documents in OpenOffice Writer and call them
1. Black List (perpetrators & those denying help to victims)
2. White List (people that helped victims & whistleblowers)
3. Hero List (those who died as victims or who were helping)
Keep adding people in with short descriptions about them and what good/bad they have
done until you mapped out anyone of importance.
15. Enter all the perpetrators in the Black List with bullet points outlining what they have done
and what evidence you have for that.
Make a folder called "Court Case", subfolder "Criminals" & sub-subfolders for each name
on Black List to put evidence in.
16. Enter all GENUINE victims you trust in the White List, as well as everyone who listened
and helped you. These will be your troops.
You have to get their emails and make regularly sure that they are fine.
If something happens to them YOU GO NUTS and don't rest until the guilty are jailed.
17. Enter all the victims & helpers who were badly hurt, died or were murdered in the Hero List.
You swear to honour the injured and the dead AND TO GET JUSTICE FOR THEM.
Start Making Demands
18. At the end of each of the Black/White/Hero Lists write a section called "Demands" where
you list your demands that you will be making to
- punish the criminals
- indemnify & reward the victims and helpers
- get justice for the injured & the dead.
19. Under demands for the criminals you write the maximum legal penalty available for the
offence that they have committed.
Where the death penalty is available, demand it even if you are against the death
penalty. If you don't, they'll laugh.
20. You can prove to yourself that legal history shows that penalty demands are an opening
position for negotiation.
If you demand death, they might get a hard slap in the face if you are lucky.
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If you DON'T demand death they will get a friendly nod & 2 complimentary Thai hookers.
21. Under demands for yourself and other victims you can write demands for:
- tort for pain, suffering, injuries and psychological trauma
- loss of income earnings
- lost-opportunity costs
- cost of damages
Demand to be told what Nazi tech has been put into you!
22. Further demands for yourself and other victims can be:
- Defendants to pay for medical treatments to get it out
- medical care costs
- damages for the dead in your family, including pets
- punitive damages
Demand to be told the health consequences of Nazi tech in you!
23. Your have a right to confront and charge all of your criminal abusers. It is illegal to use
classification to cover-up crimes. It is a fact that all perpetrators are on some payroll!
Demand to be told who the criminals were who did that to you!
24. The entire global terror, assault, mutilation and kill system is a strict matrix organisation
with clear line managers, payrolls and chains of command going to the top.
Demand to be told the entire chain of command to confront each perpetrator in court.
25. The entire global attack system has clearly defined money flows using the standard BACS
and SWIFT payment systems and tons of communication data between the perpetrators.
Demand to be given access to the entire financial records and communication data of
this criminal enterprise!
26. If you're blocked with lies about "national security", reply that in a situation of Deep
Capture such rules enable high treason and crimes against humanity, as your case proves.
Classification, NDAs, gagging orders become UNCONSCIONABLE CONTRACTS!!
Unconscionable contracts are null and void in court.
27. In the UK, there are strict laws against supplying aid of any sort and funds to terrorists and
terrorist organisations. MI5, MI6 & their contractors act like a terrorist organisation!!!
Demand that the government immediately defund the Intel Agencies who are going it.
28. The matrix organisation knows which teams killed what people. After all, they got the
command & they got paid. Classification cannot be used to cover up crimes!
Demand to know for the dead & injured who did it to them.
DON'T STOP UNTIL ALL THE DEAD GET JUSTICE!!
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Spread the Word to Everyone
29. Retweet, email and post all of the past 30 steps to everyone on your White List and to all
your social media followers. Ask them to RT urgently so that all victims across the globe can
be reached using the 3.5 degrees of separation we have to everyone thanks to social media.
Do it NOW!
Use Your Case to Find & Rescue the Abused & Abducted Children
30. Sound the Twilight Bark Emergency Alert globally. Like so:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ed_Kxyqgp1c
31. Demand to be told where the abducted and abused children are who have been taken
by the same networks and insist on their immediate release.
Like so (whereby, we're looking for more like 150'000 spotted puddles stolen):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iIeL2qmq93w
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